Both pathologists and virologists will fmd much of interest in this second volume resulting from International Symposium held at Rocky Mountain Laboratory. All chapters will not interest everyone, and all chapters are not equal in literary quality. Despite this, the volume contains thought-provoking chapters, such as one that gives a historical and philosophical overview of "virus" (the infectious particle) and its relationship to inheritance and the concept of "genes."
The chapters dealing with viroids provide a comprehensive review of this area. Many of the molecular studies of the viruses of scrapie, Creutzfeldt-Jakob, and kuru are serious, if inconclusive, attempts to arrive at some definitive information regarding this difficult group of agents. Studies of these viruses pose formidable technical and scientific bamers, not all of which have yet been overcome. The chapters dealing with the investigation of these agents in cell culture systems document similar difficulties. Both groups of studies are a tribute to the perseverance and scientific curiosity of the scientists. The chapters dealing with the potential biohazards of these agents is also a useful addition to the literature and may serve to allay concerns about these agents.
Pathologists especially will appreciate the chapters on immunology, morphology, and pathogenesis. For example, a current review of murine retrovirus is included in the section on pathogenesis, and will be useful to those interested in retroviruses, spongiform encephalopathies, or slow viruses. In this section also are several chapters that address the problem of strain variation and host-virus interaction.
Both pathologists and virologists can appreciate the thorough, painstaking documentation of the pathogenesis of scrapie in sheep by the titration of many tissues and correlating these results with the morphologic pathology. Morphologists and virologists also will appreciate the chapter on the structural changes induced by viruses in membranes.
This book provides an excellent resource for current research in virology and pathology of slow viruses. It also will provide a useful reference for those needing reviews of various aspects of the problem and current approaches to slow virus research.
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